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ROTOR SYSTEMS RESF_RCH AIRCRAFT SIMULATION
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Jacob A. Houck, Frederick L. Moore,
James J. Howlett*, Kenneth S. Pollock,
and Mary M. Browne
Langley Research Center
SUbLMARY
The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSVP) has been built for use in
evaluating and verifying advanced rotor and control concepts. This report
documents the analytical model developed for performance and handling qualities
evaluations. It was used during the RSRA design in both open-loop and real-tlme
man-in-the-loop simulation. It will be used in the future for pilot training,
preflight of test programs, and the evaluation of promising concepts before
their implementation on the flight vehicle.
INTRODUCTION
The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA, reference i) has been built
for use in evaluating and verifying advanced rotor and control concepts. The
RSRA is a versatile flying test platform which can be flown as a single rotor
helicopter, compound helicopter, and as a fixed wing aircraft (figure I).
*Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Technologies Corporation
During the design and development phase of the RSRA,an analytical model*
of the aircraft was formulated and used to generate performance and stability
and control characteristics. This mathematical model will continue to be used
for predicting the flying characteristics during the current development flight
tests and during the aircraft's future operations. The mathematical model
originated from Sikorsky Aircraft's General IIelicopter simulation model where
it has been used extensively in the design of helicopters. The model has been
converted to the Langley Research Center computer system and can be used for
general helicopter simulation studies as well as support of the RSRAoperations.
This report documents the present version of the mathematical model.
*Howlett, J.J.: RSRASimulation Model-Volumes I & II. Sikorsky Aircraft -
SER72009. NASA/APC_YContract NAS]-I3000, 1974.
SY_.[BOLS
Equations and data in this report were derived in the U.S. Customary Units
to expedite development of the flight vehicles by Sikorsky Aircraft.
Subsequent reports of studies using this mathematical model will be published
in the International System of Units (SI). Reference 2 contains the standard
conversions for the U.S. Customary Units to SI Units.
Some of the symbols used herein are not standard but were adopted from
Sikorsky Aircraft notation and from the FORTP_d_ notation used in the digital







total lateral cyclic input
lower lateral cyclic limit
upper lateral cyclic limit
lateral cyclic series trim input
lateral cyclic SAS input
collective mixing input, lateral cyclic





rad -I tail rotor blade two dimensional lift
curve slope
ft/sec 2 body axes accelerations at the pilot
station
Fourier series coefficients, flapping
Fourier series coefficients, lagging
BCPULG'BcPuLT*BcPuDR _/sec CPU beeper input-longitudinal, lateral,
directional
B_
main rotor blade tip loss factor
BTR tall rotor blade tip loss factor
BIS deg total longitudinal cyclic input
BISL deg lower longitudinal cyclic limit
BISU deg upper longitudinal cyclic limit
BISI deg longitudinal cyclic series trim input
BIS2 deg longitudinal cyclic SAS input
BIS3 deg collective mixing input, longitudinal
cyclic
BL E




buttline station for main rotor
buttline station for pilot's head
BLTR
in buttline station for tail rotor
b_
f.
ft TF-34 engine moment arm, Y-body axis
bH_
ft main rotor moment ann, Y-body axis
bNM R
number of blades in main rotor
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bNTR number of blades in tail rotor
bps ft pilot station momentarm, Y-body axis
bS number of blades simulated
bTR ft tail rotor momentarm, Y-body axis
CA1S deg/deg CPbgain for lathers] cyclic control
CBIS deg/deg CPUgain for longitudinal cyclic control
CDELA deg/deg CPUgain for aileron control
CDELE deg/deg CPUgain for el_vator control
CDELR deg/deg CPUgain for rudder control
CDy blade segment drag coefficient
CLy blade segment lift coefficient
CT}ITR tail rotor thrust coefficient
CTTR deg/deg CPU gain for tail rotor control
CTW deg gearing parameter, wing to lower
horizontal tail
CPU control phasing unit
CPUDI R
% directional CPU input
CPUDIRI directional CPU series trim input






























lateral CPU series trim input
longitudinal CPU input
longitudinal CPU series trim input
blade root chord
blade tip chord
tail rotor blade chord
mean chord of blade segment
blade chord at 75% radius station
blade segment flow skew angle
drag brake drag
lower horizontal tail drag
upper horizontal tail drag
airfrmne drag less empennage
vertical tail drag
wind-mill drag on TF-34 port and
starboard engines
main rotor downwash



















breakpoint on pitch and roll fixed wing
CPU profiles
breakpoint on pitch and roll rotary-wing
CPU profiles
lag damper arm
tail rotor wash factor on vertical tail
rotor wash factors on lower horizontal
tail
rotor wash factors on upper horizontal
tail
rotor wash factors on the wing-fuselage
main rotor hinge offset from center of
rotation




tangential, radial, blade span axes
blade aerodynamic shear forces, rotating
shaft axes
FxI'FyI'FzI ib blade inertia shear forces, rotating
shaft axes
FxT,FyT,FzT









lagging hinge dm_per constant (spring)
lagging hinge damper constant (damper)
FScG in fuselage station for total aircraft C.G.
FScG B in fuselage station of C.C. for total
aircraft less main rotor blades
FSDB in fuselage station for drag brake
FS E in fuselage station for TF-34 engine
FSEI in fuselage station for TF-34 engine inlet
FSI! T in fuselage station for lower horizontal
tail
FSHT U in fuselage station for upper horizontal
tail
FSMR
in fuselage station for main rotor
FSps
in fuselage station for pilot's head
FSTR in fuselage station for tail rotor
FSvT in fuselage station for vertical tail
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FSwT in fuselage station for wind tunnel data
reference point
g ft/sec 2 gravitational acceleration
I! fb main rotor drag, shaft axes
HSCPU
J_ breakpoint on pitch and roll fixed-wing
CPU profiles
hDB ft drag brake moment arm, Z-body axis
h E ft TF-34 engine moment arm, Z-body axis
hHT ft lower horizontal tail moment arm, Z-body
axis
t½tTU ft upper horizontal tail moment arm, Z-body
axis
ft main rotor moment arm, Z-body axis
hps ft pilot station moment arm, Z-body axis
hTR ft tail rotor moment arm, Z-body axis
_T ft vertical tail moment arm, Z-body axis
ft wind tunnel reference point moment arm,
Z-body axis
IR
slugs ft 2 inertia of main rotor drive less rotor
blades
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IX,Iy,Iz,Ixz slugs ft 2 inertias about body axes
l*
D
slugs ft 2 main rotor blade inertia about hinge
iE deg engine shaft angle
XHT deg
lower horizontal tail incidence
iHTLL deg
lower horizontal tail incidence lower
limit
ilITU deg upper horizontal tail incidence
iHTUL deg lower horizontal tail incidence upper
limit
deg wing incidence
iwL deg wing incidence lower limit
deg wing incidence upper limit
i0 deg main rotor longitudinal shaft tilt
i¢ deg
ib
main rotor lateral shaft tilt
main rotor side force, shaft axes
KAC deg/deg gearing coefficient, ailerons
KASAIL deg/deg asymetric gearing ratio, ailerons
KASTH0 deg/deg collective mixing gain, lateral cyclic
I0
deg/deg collective mixing gain, longitudinal
cyclic
KCPULG'KcPuLT'KcPDDR Zl% CPU lever gearing-longitudinal, lateral,
directional
KCTA deg/% basic control gearing to lateral cyclic
KCTAIL deg/% basic control gearing to ailerons
z'CTB degl% basic control gearing to longitudinal
cyclic
L_CTC deg/% basic control gearing to collective
KCTDB deg/E basic control gearing to drag brake





basic control gearing to flaps
basic control gearing to TF-34 engine
throttles
KCTRE z/% basic control gearing to rotor speed





basic control gearing to lower horizontal
tail
basic control gearing to tail rotor
KCT W deg/% basic control gearing to wing
Ii
KGL first harmonic inflow coefficient
KQDB
KQHT
dynamic pressure loss factor-drag brake
dynamic pressure loss factor-lower
horizontal tail
KQHTU dynamic pressure loss factor-upper
horizontal tail




deg/deg collective mixing gain, rudder
main rotor speed ratio, = _J_"T if rotor
speed degree of freedom not utilized
I_'LIN1 deg/deg gearing coefficient, lower uorizontal
tail
deg/sec fixed rate series trim beeper input,
ailerons
_:iAIS deg/sec fixed rate series trim beeper input,
lateral cyclic
deg/sec fixed rate series trill beeper Input,
longitudinal cyclic
deglsec fixed rate series trim beeper input,
elevator
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fixed rate series trim beeper input,
rotor speed
fixed rate series trim beeper input,
rudder
fixed rate series trim beeper input,
tail rotor
fin-tail rotor blockage factor
collective mixing gain, tail rotor
gearing coefficient, wing to lower
horizontal tail
cosine component of first hanaonic inflow




flapping hinge spring constant
flapping hinge rate damper constant
modified downwash filter constant
downwash loop filter constant
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TF-34 engine body axes rolling moment
main rotor rolling moment, shaft axes
lower horizontal tail lift
upper horizontal tail lift
lag damper arm
main rotor body axes rolling moment
airframe rolling moment less empennage
empennage body axes rolling moment
airframe lift less empennage
tail rotor body axes rolling moment
vertical tail lift
wing-fuselage body axes rolling moment
drag brake moment a_a, X-body axis
TF-34 engine moment arm, X-body axis



























lower horizontal tail momentarm,
X-body axis
upper horizontal tail momentarm,
X-body axis
main rotor momentarm, X-body axis
pilot station momentarm, X-body axis
tail rotor momentarm, X-body axis
vertical tail momentarm, X-body axis
wind tunnel reference point momentarm,
X-body axis
Math number
total aircraft body axes pitching
momen t
TF-34 engine body axes pitching moment
aerodynamic moment about flapping hinge
flap damper moment
main rotor pitching moment, shaft axes
aerodynamic moment about lagging hinge
lag damper moment
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airframe pitching moment less empennage
TF-34 port engine mass flow
slugs/sec TF-34 starboard engine mass flow
ft ib empennage body axes pitching moment
_R
ft ib tall rotor body axes pitching moment
ft ib wing-fuselage body axes pitching moment
slugs ft blade first mass moment about hinge
MFCPU % breakpoint on pitch and roll fixed-wing
CPU profiles
MHCPU % breakpoint on pltchand roll rotary-wlng
CPU profiles
NBODY '
ft Ib total aircraft body axes yawing moment
NE ft Ib TF-34 engine body axes yawing moment
NMR
ft Ib main rotor body axes yawing moment
NHTOT ft ib airframe yawing moment less empennage
NT
ft Ib empennage body axes yawing moment
NTR
ft ib tall rotor body axes yawing moment
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NWF ft ib wing-fuselage body axes yawing moment
nS numberof blade segments simulated
rad/sec body axes roll rate





shaft axes roll rate
shaft axes roll acceleration
Q ft ib main rotor torque, shaft axes
QE ft ib T-58 engine torque
rad/sec
rad/sec 2
body axes pitch rate





dynamic pressure at drag brake
dynamic pressure at lower horizontal
tail








shaft a_:es pitch rate
shaft axes pitcu acceleration
dynamic pressure at vertical tail
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qWF lb/ft 2 dynamic pressure at wing-fuselage
ft main rotor radius




body axes yaw rate







shaft axes yaw rate
shaft axes yaw acceleration
wing area
Laplace Operator
T ib main rotor thrust, shaft axes
TA ib main rotor aerodynamic thrust
THRL deg lower tail rotor blade pitch limit
TIIRU deg upper tail rotor blade pitch limit
THOL deg lower collective pitch limit
THOU deg upper collective pitch limit
Tj ib total TF-34 engine thrust (Tp+TS)
Tp Ib TF-34 port engine net thrust
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TF-34 starboard engine net thrust
tail rotor thrust
tail rotor series trim input
tail rotor SAS input
collective mixing input, tail rotor
blade segment perpeudicular velocity
perpendicular interference of wing on
main rotor
blade segment radial velocity
blade segment tangential velocity
tangential interference of wing on
main rotor
blade segment resultant velocity
resultant velocity at drag brake
inertial axes velocity, east direction
resultant velocity at lower horizontal
tail
resultant velocity at upper horizontal
tail
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V ft/sec inertial axes velocity, north direction
VNOW wing on main rotor normal velocity
interference factor
VTOW wing on main rotor tangential velocity
interference factor





X-body axis translational velocity
X-body axis translational acceleration
VXDB ft/sec drag brake X-body axis velocity
VX_T ft/sec lower horizontal tail X-body axis velocity






pilot station X-body axis velocity
main rotor X-shaft axis translational
acceleration
V/.I P ft/sec tail rotor X-shaft axis velocity
VXTP_B ft/sec tail rotor X-body axis velocity
VXVT ft/sec vertical tail X-body axis velocity
































Y-body axis translational velocity
Y-body axis translational acceleration
drag brake Y-body axis velocity
lower horizontal tail Y-body axis
velocity
upper horizontal tail Y-body axis
velocity
wing sidewash velocity at vertical
tail, Y-body axis
pilot station Y-body axis velocity
main rotor Y-shaft axis translational
acceleration
tail rotor Y-shaft axis velocity
tail rotor Y-body axis velocity
vertical tail Y-body axis velocity
wing-fuselage Y-body axis velocity
inertial axes velocity, vertical direc-
tion
Z-body axis translational velocity
Z-body axis translational acceleration"
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VZDB ft/sec drag brake Z-body axis velocity
VZHT ft/sec lower horizontal tail Z-body axis
velocity
VZHTU ft/sec upper horizontal tail Z-body axis
velocity
VZIW ft/sec wing downwashvelocity at lower
horizontal tail, Z-body axis
VzIWU ft/sec wing downwashvelocity at upper





pilot station Z-body axis velocity
main rotor Z-shaft axis translational
acceleration
VZTR ft/sec tall rotor Z-shaft axis velocity
VZTRB ft/sec tail rotor Z-body axis velocity
VZVT ft/sec vertical tail Z-body axis velocity
Vzk_ ft/sec wing-fuselage Z-body axis velocity
W ib aircraft gross weight
Wl
_)
ib main rotor blade weight
Wbd Ib aircraft weight less main rotor blades
WLcG in waterline station for total aircraft C.G.
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WLcGB in waterline station of C.G. for total
aircraft less main rotor blades
WLDB in waterline station for drag brake
WL E in waterline station for TF-34 engines
NLIiT in waterline station for lower horizontal
tail
WLHT U in waterline station for upper horizontal
tail
in waterline station for main rotor
_PS in waterline station for pilot's head
_TR
in waterline station for tail rotor
W_ T in
waterline station for vertical tail
in waterline station for wind tunnel data
reference point
WRL deg/sec wing motion rate limit
X A lateral stick position
X B longitudinal stick position
_ODY
ib total aircraft body axes longitudinal
force
XC
% collective stick position
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longitudinal CPU lever position
lateral CPU lever position
drag brake body axes longitudinal force
drag brake lever position
TF-34 engine body axes longitudinal
force
flap lever position
lower horizontal tail body axes
longitudinal force
upper horizontal tail body axes
longitudinal force
main rotor body axes longitudinal
force
pedal position
main rotor speed lever position
TF-34 port engine throttle position
TF-34 starboard engine throttle position
total empennage body axes longitudinal
force


























vertical tail body axes longitudinal
force
wing-fuselage body axes longitudinal
force
wing lever position
total aircraft body axes lateral force
drag brake body axes lateral force
TF-34 engine body axes lateral force
lower horizontal tail body axes lateral
force
upper horizontal tail body axes lateral
force
main rotor body axes lateral force
total empennage body axes lateral force
airframe side force less empennage
tail rotor body axes lateral force
vertical tail body axes lateral force






























along main rotor blade
center of lift position of n th blade
segment from hinge
total aircraft body axes vertical force
drag brake body axes vertical force
TF-34 engine body axes vertical force
lower horizontal tail body axes vertical
force
upper horizontal tail body axes vertical
force
main rotor body axes vertical force
total empennage body axes vertical force
tail rotor body axes vertical force
vertical tail body axes vertical force
wing-fuselage body axes vertical force
angle of attack of drag brake
angle of attack of lower horizontal tail
total angle of attack of lower horizontal
tail
_HTU deg angle of attack of upper horizontal tail
_TTU deg total angle of attack of upper
horizontal tail
_TRANS
rad blade function angle of attack map entry
_VT deg angle of attack of vertical tail
aVTT deg total angle of attack of vertical tail
% deg angle of attack of wing
deg angle of attack of wing-fuselage





rad/sec 2 blade flapping acceleration
_WF deg angle of sideslip of wing-fuselage
FTR deg tail rotor cant angle
ASp deg main rotor swash plate rotation
two-dimensional blade drag coefficient
increment
At sec integration step size
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AY(n ) blade segment width





rad/sec 2 blade lagging acceleration
6A deg aileron deflection angle
dAFT rad blade lagging angle aft limit
dAL deg aileron deflection angle lower limit
dAU deg aileron deflection angle upper limit
dAl deg series trim input to ailerons
6A2 deg lateral SAS input to ailerons
dDB deg drag brake deflection angle
dDB L deg drag brake deflection angle lower limit
dDB U deg drag brake deflection angle upper limit
dE deg elevator deflection angle
dEL deg elevator deflection angle lower limit
dEU deg elevator deflection angle upper limit
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longitudinal SAS input to elevators
flap deflection angle
flap deflection angle lower limit
flap deflection angle upper limit
blade lagging angle forward limit
TF-34 engine fan speed demanded
6pE after response delay
TF-34 engine idle fan speed
TF-34 engine maximum allowable fan speed
series trim input to TF-34 engines
rudder deflection angle
main rotor speed selector
main rotor speed selector lower limit
main rotor speed selector upper limit
series trim input to main rotor speed
selector
rudder deflection angle lower limit
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series trim input to rudder
directional SAS input to rudder
main rotor blade hinge effective skew
angle, pitch-flap coupling
63TR deg tall rotor blade hinge effective skew
angle, pltch-flap coupling
eWT deg wing downwash angle at lower horizontal
tail
EWTU deg wing downwash angle at upper horizontal
tail









blade segment pitch angle
body Euler angle, pitch
body Euler angle rate, pitch
impressed tail rotor collective pitch
angle
@CUFF deg impressed main rotor collective pitch
angle










main rotor blade twist
tail rotor blade twist
main rotor inflow
tail rotor inflow
_TR tail rotor resultant velocity
_XH X-body axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
_XS X-shaft axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
_XTR X-shaft axis translational velocity at
tail rotor hub
_YH Y-body axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
_YS Y-shaft axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
_YTR Y-shaft axis translational velocity at
tail rotor hub
_ZH Z-body axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
_ZS Z-shaft axis translational velocity at
main rotor hub
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_ZTR Z-shaft axis translational velocity at
tail rotor hub
slugs/ft 3 air density
OTR tail rotor solidity
°WT deg wing sidewash angle at vertical tail
TT sec time lag in wing flow reaching lower
horizontal tail






body Euler angle, roll
body Euler angle rate, roll
x deg main rotor wake skew angle








body Euler angle, yaw
body Euler angle rate, yaw
-_WF
actual main rotor rotational velocity
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_ rad/sec 2 main rotor rotational acceleration
radlsec main rotor nominal trimmed rotational
velocity
_TR rad/sec tail rotor rotational velocity
Subscrip ts
current raathematical medel iteration
i- i past iteration
Special symbols
(CT/O)' main rotor thrust coefficient based on
aerodynamic loading only. Used in
I"
calculation of .J_,_.fl<
(rI ) nondimensional main rotor radius
(dao/dT) deg/ib rate of change of cone angle with thrust
f( ) indicates function of ( )
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GENERALDESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The overall structure of the mathematical model is shown by the simplified
block diagram in figure 2. This modular format allows selection of desired
aircraft configurations or dynamic configuration changes, such as, blade
severance, by input logic. The aircraft configurations which can be modeled
are: a helicopter, a compound helicopter, and a fixed wing aircraft with or
without a tail rotor. Mutual interference effects link the various component
parts of the aircraft together.
The aircraft equations of motion are solved iteratively by summing the
forces and moments of each module relative to the aircraft center of gravity.
From the subsequent body axes accelerations, the resulting velocities and
displacements then condition the environment for each module in subsequent
calculations of the mathematical model. The body axes system used is shown
in figure 3. The final aircraft motions can be transferred into the earth
inertial axes for use in driving simulator cockpits in real-time man-in-the-
loop simulation studies. The remainder of this report will discuss in detail
each module of the mathematical model.
MAIN ROTOR MODULE
The rotor mathematical model is a rotating blade element model of an
articulated rotor system. The total forces and moments are developed from
a combination of the aerodynamic, mass, and inertia loads acting on each
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blade simulated. The aerodynamic loads are determined from blade element
theory as a function of local blade angle of attack and Machnumber.
The summationof the aerodynamic, mass, and inertia loads gives the shear
loads on the blade root hinge pins. The total rotor forces are obtained
by summingall the blade shear loads. The total momentsat the hub are
based on the hinge offset from the center of the shaft. The forces and
momentsare then transferred to the body axes system for solving the air-
craft's equations of motion. The following basic assumptions are madein
the rotor representation:
i. Rotor blade and airframe flexibility are not taken into account.
2. Air mass flow degree of freedom through the rotor can be
represented by applying a simple lag to the calculation of
downwash. The only nonuniform flow considered results from in-
creases in forward speed. This causes a redistribution of the
uniform flow from the front to the back of the disk.
3. Simple sweep theory.
4. The aerodynamic loads are quasl-statlc.
5. The distributed blade mass characteristics can be represented as a
total blade first mass moment and a total blade inertia about the hinge.
6. The flapping and lagging hinges are coincident.
The details of the main rotor module will be discussed in the following
sections. The corresponding equations and data are presented in appendix
A and tables 1-4, respectively.
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Rotor Geometric Parameters - The rotor geometric parameters are listed
in table i. The calculation of the effect of the rotor blade weight on the
aircraft center of gravity position is presented in section A-I of appendix
A.
The simulated rotor blades are divided into segments based on equal
annulii areas of the rotor disk. This allows the number of segments to
be minimized, input data to be reduced, and the segments to be distri-
buted toward the high dynamic pressure areas of the blade. This becomes
important when real-time simulation is required as is shown in references
3 and 4. The equations used to define the blade segments are presented
in section A-2.
V_locity Components at Each Blade Segment - The total air velocity
components at the blade segments are made up of the body velocities, rotor
downwash, blade motion, and up-wash from the wings.
Before calculations at the blade segment can be executed, several
axes transformations must be implemented. Initially body axes angular
and translational accelerations and velocities are transferred to the
rotor hub and rotated through the shaft inclination angles ie and i$ into
the rotor shaft axes. These angles are Euler angles with positive rotation
of i e about the YH axis followed by rotation of i$ about the resulting
X S axis (figure 4 and section A-3). The body translational accelerations
and velocities at the rotor hub are presented in sections A-4 and A-5
respectively. Sections A-6 and A-7 present the body translational and
angular accelerations and velocities at the rotor hub in the shaft axes
system.
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Sections A-8 and A-9 present the rotor azimuthal advance angle calcu-
lations and rotor speed degree of freedom calculations respectively.
The uniform rotor do_mwash is calculated by application of momentum
theory to the rotor thrust (section A-10). To approximate an air mass
degree of freedom, the downwash is passed through a first order is_ with
a time constant of 0.i seconds. The resulting uniform downwash is dis-
tributed first harmonically around the azimuth as a cosine function
depending on the inclination of the rotor wake. This results in uniform
downwash at hover and a weighted distribution toward the aft portion of
the rotor disk at high forward velocities. The first harmonic inflow
coefficients are presented in section A-If. Since this effect is rea]ly
dependent on the resultant velocity vector a lateral velocity term is
also added. The velocities at the blade segments are obtained by trans-
forming the fixed shaft vectors into the rotating hub axes system, then
transferring to the blade hinge position, transforming into blade span
axes through the Euler angles _ (flapping) and _ (lagging) and finally
transferring to the segment position on the blade. These transformations
are illustrated on figure 5.
The lifting wing under the rotor (compound helicopter only) influences
the flow field in the plane of the rotor disk. This effect is introduced
into the rotor model by distributing normal and tangential velocity
functions, dependent on forward speed and wing lift, (approximated to wing
and body lift) around the azimuth and along the radius of the blade (section
A-12). These data were obtained from the Sikorsky Aircraft potential flow
program. While not rigorous, it was considered within the accuracy of the
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data to add these effects to the other components without resolution
through the flapping and lagging angles. Data for the velocity functions
are provided in table 2.
The final contribution to the velocities at the blade segments is that
due to blade motion. Sections A-13 and A-14 present the blade flapping
and lagging equations respectively. Blade flapping and lagging velocities
and angles are obtained by application of a Fourier prediction technique,
rather than by direct integration of the acceleratiens. The total velocity
components (section A-15) are subsequently used to calculate the resultant
velocity (section A-16), local Mach number (section A-17), yawed angle of
attack (section A-18), and flow yaw angle (section A-18). It should be
noted that the segment Mach number which is used in the aerodynamic function
tables is based on the perpendicular and tangential velocities. Previous
studies indicate that Mach number should be based on the unyawed component
of flow.
Blade Aerodynamic Data - The total local segment angle of attack
(section A-18) is the summation of blade geometric pitch angle (section
A-19) and the yawed angle of attack on the blade. The former is made up
of collective pitch (SCUFF) , lateral cyclic (AIs), longitudinal cyclic (BIs) ,
blade twist contribution, a component due to blade pltch-flap coupling (63) ,
and components for effective _I hinge contributions. AIS and BIS are dis-
tributed as cosine and sine functions dependent on blade azimuth and swashplate
setting. The collective pitch, SCUFF, is defined in this equation as
applied at the start of the blade, i,e., _ + _' from the center of rotation.
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Twist is assumedto washout at the rate of C1 per unit radius from that
point. The yawedangle of attack is complicated by the requirement to
resolve blade pitch into the local stream direct_cn as shown in figure 6.
The resulting equation assumes the series approximation (to the 5th power)
for the tangent of blade pitch.
The treatment of the blade segment aerodynamic force calculation is
completely non-linear. Lift and drag characteristics are provided for the
range -180 ° < e ! +180 ° • Bivariate tables as a function of angle of attack
and Mach number are used in {he range -30 ° ! _ i+ 30 ° allowing good
definition of blade stall. A univariate table is used for the remainder of
the range. The complete coverage of angle of attack allows good definition
of aerodynamic characteristics on the retreating blade side of the disk.
This is important at high advance ratios. The blade segment lift coefficient
is determined by applying simple sweep theory to the unyawed blade aerodynamic
data. This is rigorously applied in the linear lift range where the entry
to the unyawed lift coefficient is transformed by the cosine of the yaw angle
(i.e., eTR/LNS = by cosy) and the entry Mach number is a function of the unyawed
component of flow. At higher angles of attack some liberties are taken where
sweep theory is not valid. These steps are taken to avoid discontinuities in
blade lift data as the blade proceeds around the azimuth. Discontinuities
can result in an unstable flapping and lagging solution. The application of
sweep theory to the determination of drag is not well established. For this
model, drag is determined by entering the drag data with the actual yawed angle
of attack, (aTRAN S = ay). Univariate and bivariate tables of blade lift and
drag coefficients as a function of _TRANS and Mach number are tabulated in
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table 3. Table entry logic is shown in section A-20. It should be noted
that a tip loss factor is applied to the tip segment.
The aerodynamic segmental loads are resolved into blade span axes
(section A-21), and summed along each simulated blade (section A-22).
Finally, they are resolved into rotating shaft axes (section A-23), as
aerodynamic shears at the hinge. It should be noted that the angles
and _ are Euler angles and order of treatment must be observed.
Blade Motion About the Flapping and L_gging Hinges - The contributions
to flapping and lagging accelerations, about the corresponding hinges, are
aerodynamic moments, hinge restraint moments, and inertia moments. The
aerodynamic moments are simply obtained from the segment forces multiplied
by the segment moment arms and sun,aed along the blade (section A-24).
The hinge restraint moments (section A-25) are represented by spring
and damping resistance to motion. The flapping restraint moment derivatives
are set to zero for an articulated rotor system. These terms can be used
to represent a hingeless system using the virtual hinge approach. The
lagging hinge restraint derivatives are derived from damper tests. For
the RSRA rotor system, the damping characteristics are presented in table 4.
The derivation of the inertia loads on the blades is a lengthy process
and is not presented in this report. The inertia shears at the hinge are
presented in section A-26. Normally some inertia terms integrate to zero
around the rotor azimuth and are eliminated. In this case they are retained
in order that the rotor model can be used for evaluating out-of-balance loads
following blade severance. The final blade flapping and lagging acceleration
equations are given in sections A-13 and A-14 respectively.
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Total Rotor Forces and Moments - The total blade forces (section A-27)
at the hinge in the rotating shaft axes are obtained by summing the aero-
dynamic and inertia shears. Total rotor forces (section A-28) are then
obtained by resolving the forces into the fixed shaft axes and summing them
over the simulated number of blades. At this point, the compensation for
the actual number of blades is applied if necessary. It should be noted that
the rotor thrust, TA (used in the calculatJo_ of (CT/O) _ and subsequently the
downwash on the next iteration through the equations), is based on the aero-
dynamic shears alone. Total rotor hub moments (section A-29) are developed
from the total blade shears and the blade restraint moments, transferred
into the fixed shaft axes, and summed over the number of simulated blades.
As with the blade forces, the compensation for the actual number of blades
is added at this point if necessary. If the blade lagging degree of freedom
is eliminated, the alternate equation for calculating rotor torque is
applied. Figure 7 presents the total rotor forces and moments in the fixed
shaft axes system. The final rotor forces and moments are obtained by
transforming the shaft axes forces and moments into body axes with the
origin at the center of gravity (section A-30). These are eventually summed
with other component outputs to give the total external forces and moments.
Section A-31 presents the flapping and lagging Fourier coefficients,
and section A-32 presents the rotor wake skew angle (figure 8). The
rotor wake skew angle is the angle that the center line of the rotor wake
makes with the rotor shaft. It is this parameter which is used to establish
the variation of rotor wash on the fuselage, wing, and tail.
4i
Figure 9 presents a detailed block diagram of the equations which make
up the rotor mathematical model. References 3, 4, and 5 provide an insight
into the problems associated with using this rotor mathematical model for
real-time man-ln-the-loop simulations.
FUSELAGE MODULE
In this module, the tail-off aerodynamics for the fuselage only (heli-
copter) and for the fuselage/wlng/nacelles combination (fixed wing) are
represented. The aerodynamic data are presented in the wind axes system
and in parametric format (ex L/q R Ft2). The associated equations for
generating the forces and moments for the selected configuration are pre-
sented in appendix B. Unless otherwise noted fixed wing refers to the
compound configuration also.
The effects of rotor wash on the airframe has been treated in gross
terms. The technique used provides the essential effects of increased
interference velocity with increased rotor load and varies as the rotor
wake deflects rearward with increased forward speed. The normalized rotor
wash in the vicinity of the wing and fuselage as a function of rotor wake
skew angle (X) is given in section B-I and table 5.
For entry into the aerodynamic data functions, the angles of attack
and sideslip, sections B-2 and B-3 respectively, are derived from the wing-
fuselage body axes components of velocity (section B-4). These velocity
components include addltlons for rotor do%mwash effects. Following these
calculations, the aerodynamics of the desired configuration are determined
as a function of these calculated angles, wing incidence, flap setting,
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aileron setting, thrust setting, and the body pitch, roll, and yaw rates.
The total forces and moments,section B-5, are generated based on the
aerodynamic data in tables 6 to 17. The aerodynamic data are based on
wind tunnel tests conducted to post stall conditions and are extended with
analytical justification to + 90° to cover the low speed flight regimes. Con-
tributions due to aerodynamic damping are derived using a derivative approach.
These derivatives are presented in table 18.
The total aerodynamic forces and momentsare resolved from wind axes
to the body axes at the center of gravity in section B-6. The wind tunnel
mounting positions are presented in table I and in figure !0. Because _WF
and _WF are not Euler angles, when they approach 90° the transformation in
section B-6 gives invalid body axes forces and moments. To avoid these con-
ditions, section B-7 is introduced which fades out the transformation and
introduces fixed body axes parameters estimated specifically for hover and low
speed flight. These parameters are presented in table 19.
EMPENNAGEMODULE
The empennagehas been modeled separately from the airframe to facilitate
tall configuration changes. The separate empennageformulation allows good
definition of non-linear tail characteristics and allows changes to the
empennagewithout regenerating complete airframe data functions. Twotall
configurations were used for the RSRAsimulation. The first configuration, for
the helicopter, was a T-tail with gro,nd adjustable incidence. The second con-
figuration was used for the compoundand fixed wing versions. _is consisted
of a fixed upper T-tail, and a lower horizontal tail with variable incidence
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and geared elevator. The empennagealso includes the vertical tail with a
rudder and a lower vertical fin with a drag brake. The geometry associated
with the empennageis presented in section C-I of appendix C, table i, and
figure ii. Table 20 presents an effective longitudinal momentarm for the
vertical tail which is variable as a function of _WF' _kT' iw' and _F" This
is a convenient means for portraying the nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics.
The rotor downwashat the tail (section C-2 and table 21), which
depends on rotor loading and rotor wake skewangle, is derived in a similar
manner to the downwash at the body. The vertical tail is assumed to ex-
perience the same downwash as the lower horizontal tail. The downwash',
from the fuselage/wing/nacelles combination (section C-3 and tables 22 and
23), is derived from wind tunnel test data in terms of the downwas_ angle £.
Small angles are assumed, allowing the Z component of velocity to be ob-
tained without changes to the X component. Sidewash (section C-3 and
tables 24 and 25) at the vertlcal tail is treated in a similar fashion. The
basic llft dependent downwash from the nacelles and fairings is included
in the basic downwash data. The engine efflux is represented as a change
in dynamic pressure at the tail. Finally, the interference effects are
modified by a pure time delay based on tail arm and forward speed. This is
presented in section C-4.
The dynamic pressure at the tail is expressed as a velocity ratio
factor rather than a pressure ratio factor. Provision is nmde for dynamic
pressure ratio corrections to be applied to each empennage component
(section C-5 and tables 26-28). By necessity, these are average effects
at each component.
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The total velocity components for the lower horizontal tail (section
C-6) are made up of contributions from the basic body axes translational
and angular velocities, rotor wash, and fuselage/wlng/nacelle downwash
and sldewash. Dynamic pressure loss is introduced by factoring out the X
component from the basic body velocity. The actual dynamic pressure at the
tail is calculated from the resultant velocity vector. ThJs allows a more
representative definition of dynamic pressure at low speeds where downwash
from the rotor dominates the flow at the tail. Section C-7 presents the
definition of angle of attack for the lower horizontal tail. This and
control setting, _E' define the lower horizontal tail aerodynamic forces
(section C-8 and table 29), using isolated tail data. The aerodynamic
forces are then resolved from wind axes into body axes at the tall (section
c-9).
A similar procedure is used to define the velocities, angles, and
forces for the upper horizontal tail, the vertical tail, and the drag
brake. Section C-10 through section C-21 and tables 30-33 present the
equations and data for these components.
Finally, all components of the empennage are summed, section C-22, to
provide the tall forces at the aircraft center of gravity. Moments about
the center of gravity due to the tall forces are obtained by multiplying
the forces by the appropriate tall moment arms. Figure 12 presents an
overall detailed block diagram of the empennage model.
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TAIL ROTOR MODULE
The tail rotor model is a simplification of the linearized closed form
Bailey theory developed in reference 6. Terms in tip speed ratio greater than
_-squared have been eliminated.
The geometry of the tall rotor locat_on is presented in section D-I
of appendix D, table i, and figure ]3.
The airflow impinging on the tail rotor (section D-2) is calculated
_n a similar manner to the velocities at the empennage. These are
normalized by tip speed (section D-3) for the Bailey calculation. The
basic Bailey equations have been retained with some additions. In order
to obtain the actual tail rotor collective, eTR (section D-4), it is
necessary to modify the value used in the Bailey formulation by a contri-
bution due to _3TR (pitch-flap coupling). It has been shown by Sikorsky
Aircraft data that _3TR effects can be conveniently compensated. This
method relies on the derivative, (dao/dT), being constant for a given
tall rotor system. With thrust being known from the previous iteration of
the equations, the coning, and hence blade pitch can be determined.
The Bailey theory equation, sections D-5 through D-8, is normally
presented as the thrust coefficient in terms of the 't' coefficients.
It should be noted that the equations have been manipulated to obtain an
expression for downwash (section D-6). This was found to be necessary to
obtain an unconditionally stable solution. It is important that computer
program flow follows the equation flow for a stable tail rotor solution.
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A blockage factor _RBLK is applied to the fi_a3 thrust output, section
D-8, to account for the proximity of the vertical taxi. This correction
is empirical and based on Sikorsky Aircraft fJight test d_ta of other
helicopters.
This simplified tail rotor model only calculates thrust. No account of
H force is included in the final tall rotor force outputs. The tail rotor
thrust is finally resolved into the body axes force£ a_d _emen_s at the
aircraft center of gravity which are presente_ i_ section D-9.
AUXILIARY ENGINE MODULE
As stated previously, the auxiliary engine associated nacelle aerodynamics
are included in the fuselage module. In the auxiliary engine module, the
direct thrust, momentum drag effects, and engine out effects are modeled. The
engine geometry is presented in section E-I of appendix E, taSle i, and
figure 14.
The dynamic response of the auxiliary engines is simulated by a simple
time delay and a first order lag as shown hy the block diagram in section
E-2. After the pilot's commanded RPM is processed through the dynamics,
the thrust and mass fl_: of each engine is calculated from the relationships
in section E-3. These equations are a function of EPM and mach number.
The thrust relationship presented is based on the RSRA TF-34 engine per-
formance data. Two engines are represented it, order that one-engine-out
flight characteristics can be simulated.
The final engine force and moment effects at the aircraft's center
of gravity are obtained from section E-4. The thrust is resolved through
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the engine cant angle and summedwith the inlet momentumforces. Since
net thrust is represented in section E-3, no momentumeffects appear in
the X body axis equation.
CONTROL SYST_I MODULE
The control system represented in this module includes a full compliment
of both helicopter and fixed wing controls. This includes the primary system,
the secondary system and the stability augmentation system. In simulating
the compound vehicle, the helicopter primary control system can be mixed
with the fixed w_ng primary control system. The mixing of controls is
accomplished through the control phasing units (CPU). This control phasing
capability allows adjustment of the control sensitivity throughout the
compound flight envelope. Figure 15 present_ the control system sign
convention used in this report, and table i presents the control system
gains and limits.
Figure 16 through 18 present a diagramatic representation of the
primary control system for all three axes. For the longitudinal axis
(_ection F-I of appendix F), the pilot's control stick position is summed
with the stability augmentation output. The summation is then processed
through the CPU. This provides outputs as a function of the CPU setting
which are ratioed to helicopter controls and to fixed wing controls.
Next, the output is summed with a series trim system. The ser_es trim
is a research control used by the onboard computer and/or pilot. The
longitudinal fixed wing control includes an interconnect input for the
wing tilt to the horizontal tail. The longitudlnal helicopter control
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includes a collective mixing input. The lateral and directional control
systems are similar to the longitudinal system and are presented in sections
F-2 and F-3, respectively. The final primary control for the hellcopter
is the collective control system which is presented in section F-4. The
CPU functions described above are generated from logic driven by the CFU
control levers. The control lever equations are presented in section F-5,
and the CPU logic is presented in section F-6 and figure 19.
The secondary control systems consist of wing incidence (section F-7),
drag brake (section F-8), flaps (section F-9), auxiliary engine throttles
(section F-10), and main rotor engine throttles (section F-II).
The block diagrams of the stability augmentation _ystem (SAS) for
the pitch, roll, and yaw axes are presented in figures 20 through 22. The
SAS model is a simple rate plus lag rate system for pitch and roll with a
washout in the pitch channel. The yaw SAS is a simple rate system with
washout. Section F-12 presents the equations and gains for the SAS system.
GENERAL EQUATION MODULE
The forces and moments derived from the various simulated components
of the aircraft are summed in section G-I of appendix G. These equations
provide the total applied external forces and moments, acting at and about,
the center of gravity in the body axes system. These forces and moments
are then introduced into the general equations of motion from which the six
components of acceleration are solved (section G-2). It should be noted
that these are the equations of the aircraft without rotor blades, thus
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only the aircraft body mass is used. The rotor blade mass is accounted for
in the rotor degree of freedom equations.
The Euler angle rate equations are given in section G-3, and the body
axes to inertial axes transformation is presented in section G-4. Large
angles are assumed throughout the calculations. At this point the kinematic
model of reference 7 is used to calculate the accelerations in the inertial
axes. These accelerations are then integrated to form the inertial
velocities and positions of the aircraft. The inertial velocities can then
be used to form the body axes velocities.
The geometry associated with the pilot's station is presented in
section G-5, table i, and figure 23. The equations are written for the
starboard pilot's position. Sections G-6 and G-7 present the accelerations
and velocities, respectively, at the pilot's station.
Finally figure 24 presents the total block diagram for the simulation
of the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report describes the present version of the mathematical
model representing the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft. The mathematical
model, incorporated into a real-ti_e simulation, provides an excellent
method by which evaluation of promising rotor and control concepts can be
conducted. The real-time man-in-the-loop simu]atlon also provides a
method by which pilot training and prefllghting of experiments can be
conducted. It is recommended that this mathematical model be continually
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updated as the flight vehicle is tested. It is further recommendedthat
studies in the area of mathematical modeling be conducted to provide a




A-I Effect Of Rotor Blade Weisht On CG Postions
Wbd = !.J - b I,,IRWb
FScG B = (FScG W - bl_IRFSMRWb )/Wbd
!_LcGB = (_LcGW - bI_IR'VfL_IRWb)/Wbd
IMR : (FScG b - FSItR)/12
bl.m = B_{R/12
_:R = (WI_.iR- WLcG_)II2
A-2 Rotor Blade Definition
Y2
, i,," T - _y I _ _.I_
Y2 (n
Y2 (n -- 2)
The blade segments are set-up based on equal annulii area.
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APPENDIX A
Distance to segment center of lift per unit radius.
First segment -
<Ci i -Y2 (n=l) = 2n S
Subsequent segments -
Y2 (n) = _'!1" ns
L
(C + _')




+ (_ + Y2(n_l))21 -
J
J
Distance to inboard end of segment from centerline
[ F _ _1/2
YlNB(n) = ](C + Y2(n))2-''i'-I L 2ns(_+ _')2J I
Distance to outboard end of segment from centerline
Segment width
_Y (n) = YOUTB (n) - YlNB(n)
Mean chord of segment
[YouTh<n) + YlNB(n) -
Cy(n)
:L 2(I- _ + _')
2(_ + _')
Offset





A-3 Body Axes To Shaft Axes Transformation Matrix
cos i6 0
sin i@ sin i_ cos i_
sin i6 cos i -sin i_
where i@ and i# are Euler angles with positive rotations of
Y-hub axis and then i¢ about the resulting X-shaft axis.
Shaft axes to body axes transformation matrix
-sin i0
cos i0 sin i¢
cos ie cos i_
ie about the
[AsB] = [ABs]T
since [_S ] is an orthogonal matrix.
A-4 Body Translational Accelerations At The Rotor Hub
VXH = VXB - rVyB + qVzB - _(q2 + r2) + bMR(pq _ $)
- _(pr + q) + g sin 8BODY
VyH = VyB - PVzB + rVxB + _(Pq + $) - b_ (p2 + r2)
- _(qr - p) - g sill CBODY cos 0BODY
VZH = VZB - qVxB + PVyB + _R(Pr - q) + bMR(qr + p)
+ l_R(p2 + q2) _ g cos #BODY cos 0BODY
gravity terms are added for convenience at this point.









_ZH = _2T_LR °
[VxB- q_FR- rbl_]
[VyB + PI_IR + rl:[ R]
[VzB - q_lR + pb:_]

















qs = [%s ] q
r
rs j
A-g Rotor Azimuthal Advance An_le
_i = _i-i + 57.3g At
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where AS = 57.3_2 At.
A-9 Rotor Speed Desree Of Freedom
If rotor speed is governed perfectly
_ = _2TKRPH
_ = 0.
If rotor speed degree of freedom is released
where
f_i = _i-i +LI IR JAt
A-10
where
Kotor Uniform Inflow Velocity And Downwash
IK%-I] i _
=L-syj +
R. : PZS - D_'iR.
1 1
Kk : K_ .02
+ ' + %2 )1/2
and "'
_,% is an input constant normally set to b.0 which gives an approximate
air mass lag of 0.i seconds for _.









KIX = KGL 2 2 1/2
_XS + UYS + 12 ] j
l
Kiy = KGL DYS
S + _S + _2_R.]I/2
x /
A-12 Wing Interference Airflow At The Rotor
If the vehicle is configured as a helicopter do not calculate this section
and set upl_rR "= UTlk_I = 0.
Normal induced velocity -
if
VNO W = f(rl_IR, %lAP )




UpIWR NOW _T_R 0.03608
180 ° < _ < 360 °
_MAP = 3600 - _
V
UpiwR = -VNow(_) 0.03608
Tangential induced velocity -
if
VTO W : f(r/RMR , #MAP)





uTZW.R = -VTow(_---_) 0.03608
180 ° < _ < 360 °
_MAP = 360o - _
• VXB .
uTIWR = VTOWt _) 0.03608
The values for VNO W and VTO W are presented in the data section of this
paper•
A-13 Blade Flapping Equations (Rotatin$ Shaft Axes)
_ = i_' [c°s B{Vzs + e[2_(P S cos _ - qs sin _)
+ PS sin _ + qs cos _]} + sin _ cos 6 {Vys sin 4
0 {- VXS cos _ - e(r S - _)2 + cos2_ cos 6{p S sin
+ qs cos _ - 2(6 + _)(qs sin _ - PS cos _)}
- 2.Q sin 6(ps sin _ + qs cos _,)]
..J
[2 1+ cos 8 sin S 6(rs _ f_) _ (rS _ _)2 + MF--A4--
Ib Ib
• • l ""
_i = 6i-i cos A_ +_ _i-i sin A_
_i ": Bi-i + i _i-I sin A_ + i ""
_2 Bi-i (I - cos a_)
A-14 Blade Lagging Equations (Rotating Shaft Axes)
Continued on next page.
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Ib cos _sin 6{Vys sin _'- VXS cos _ - e(r _ f;)2}S
• ]-COS 6{Vxs sin _ + Vys cos _, + e(_ - rs)}
+ sin____'$[2_(.Q + _ - r ) + qs sin(_ + 6)cos _ ,q
Q
- PS cos('#+ _)] + (r S - _)
+ 2_[cos 6(qs sin _,- PS cos 9)
+ sin 6(p S sin _,+ qs cos _)]
;i = _i-i cos A_ + _ 6i-i sin A_
Ib cos $ Ib cos
d = + l " %'"i 6i-i _ 6i_ I sin A_ + 6i_ l (l - cos A_)
limit 6i to 6AF T _ 6i _ 6Fk_
if no lag degree of freedom 6 = _ -- 6 = _ = 0.
A-15 Blade Element Velocities
Up "= l_m cos (J+ _YS sin _ sin(_ + 6) - _XS sin i. cos@, + 6)
qs PS
+ _ cos _[(_ - KZX DW_,u_)cos _ + (_ + Kiy DWHR)sin "_]
(rs - _
- $ sin _ sin 6 )
_T
qs
+ Y2(n)[- "Q_ + (_-_T- KIX DWMR cos 6)cos(_ + 6)
PS




r S - _
UT = _XSsin('¢ + 6) + _YScos(_ + 6) - _ cos 6(" _'i' )




UR -- %IFP,sin _ + _XS cos $ cos(_ + 6) - _YS cos _ sin(_ + 6)
qs PS
+ < sin _[ (_ _IX D_,%m)C°S _ + (Tv- + _iY Dk_m)Sin _]
_ _T
r S - _
+ _ cos B sin 6(,---FT----)
+ Y2(n)Sin _[-KIX DWaRf cos(_ + 6) + Kiy DW_m sin($ + 6)]
A-16 Resultant Velocity At The Blade Se$ment
1/2
2 2 2
uyA W = (uT + Up + uR)
A-17 Mach Number At The Blade Sesment
2 2 1/2 f__R("i-__.____a)
M = (uT + Up) a
A-18 Blade Segment An$1e Of Attack (Resolved in direction of local segment
airflow) f
3 28i0A
[UT(@ A + _-+--_--) + Up]ICOS YI
3 5
• @A 28A cos 2











Biade Segmect Geometric Pitch Angle (Blade Span Axes)
@ = @CS'FF - AiS c°s(_ t ASp ) - BIS sin(_, + L.Sp)
- %') - 57 3 i% tan 63 + K 0+ Ol (Y2 (n)
+ K i(57.3 6) + K 2(57.3 6) 2
@A = 0/57.3
A-20 Rotor Blade Aerodynamic Data
Lift Coefficient, CLy, where
o° !_T_A_S ! 18o°




-- --ico__I '_S : I% =o_Xl
(b) (180 ° -
_O
icos 71 ) <I_Y I< 180°' _RANS " l_ cos YI
(C) if (a) or (b) and )C_f) > 90 °,
%R_S = _Y cos _ +7-_7 18°°(1 - Z=o,_')>
13.5 ° 8°




if n < ns
,M)








is the particular blade segment being evaluated.
Drag Coefficient, CDy , where
°° !_RANS ! 18o°
0 < M < i; if M > 1 set M - 1
Definition of _TRANS for CDy
o° _< _<18o°, _TRANS =
Definition of CDy
CDy = f(eTRANs,M) + ACD
where AC D is a constant drag coefficient.
The values for _y and CDy are presented in the data section of this paper.
A-21 Blade Segmental Forces
i 2 3 UT
Fp = _ 0f_T_R(Cy(n)AY(n))UyAw(CLy icos YI + CDY Up)
1 _2_3 .




FR i 2 3 U__p_p
= 0_TR_R(Cy(n)AY(n))UyAw(CDy - CLy u T
Blade Aerodynamic Shears (Blade Span Axes)
n=n S




FTB = Z FT
n=l
n=n S
FRB = Z FR
n=l
A-23 Blade Aerodynamic Shears (Rotating Shaft Axes)
FXA " FRB cos _ sin 6 - FTB cos _ - FpB sin _ sin 6
FyA _ FRB cos _ cos 6 + FTB sin _ - FpB sin _ cos
FZA = -(FEB sin _ + FpB cos _)
A-24 Aerodynamic Moments About The Blade Hinges (Rotating Shaft Axes)
Flapping hinge
n=n S









Blade Hinge Constraint Moments (Rotating Shaft Axes)
Flapping hinge
>_D = -(K_ + K_)
Lagging hinge
MLD = _(F 6 + F_)
where




The values for K_, K_, F6, and
W
are presented in tables i and 4.
A-26 Blade Inertia Shears At Hinge (Rotating Shaft Axes)
Normally many inertia acceleration terms integrate to zero around the
azimuth and are eliminated• This rotor model will be used to evaluate rotor
out-of-balance loads following blade release and all significant terms are
retained•
FXI = _%{cos _ cos 6(r S - _- 6) + 2 sin _ cos 616_
- (rS - _k)S] + cos _ sin 6162 + _2 _ 2(rs _ _2)6
+ (rS - <0 2 ] + 25 cos Z(Ps cos _' - qs sin _)




Fyl = _{cos B cos 6[_2 + _2 _ 2(rs _ _Q)_+ (r S _ _2)2]
+ _ sin _ cos 6 + _ cos _ sin 6 - 2_ cos _(Ps sin _J
Wbe(rs 2} Wb
+ qs cos 9) + g--_ - _) +--g (*XS cos
- Vys sin _')
FZI = Mb{_ cos _ - _2 sin '_+ 2_ sin _ cos 6(ps sin _
+ qs cos _) + cos _ sin 612(_ + _)(ps sin
+ qs cos _) + qs sin % - PS cos @]
- cos $ cos 612(_ + 6)(ps cos _, - qs sin _)
• • Wbe
+ PS sin _ + qs cos _] - gMb [2_(p S
• . W b
_]}
+ PS sin @ + qs cos g (Vzs)
cos _ - qs sin _')
Total Blade Shear Forces At The Hinge (Rotating Shaft Axes)
FXT = FXA + FXI
FyT = FyA + Fyl
FZT = FZA + FZI















(FxT cos _ + FyT sin 9)
b_ b=bs
= Z






used in calculation of rotor downwash on
The use of negative coordinate axes system for shaft forces
is to preserve the usual understanding of thrust (T), drag (H), and side
force (J) in helicopter practice.




[(eFzT + _D cos 6 - I,_ sin 8 sin 6)sin
+ (b_D sin 6 + _D sin 8 cos 6)cos 9]
b_,iR b=bs
= b S b=IF [(eFzT + _D cos 6 - MI_ sin 8 sin 6)cos
Q
+ (_D sin 6 + _ sin _ cos 6)sin _]
. b=b S
hi;MR
Z (eFxT + _D cos _)bs b=l





(eFxT - _A cos _)
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A-30 Transformation Of Rotor Forces And Moments Into Body Axes
_4R -H
Y_m = [AsB] !
_Z_R_
= [AsB] +
_Y= + b_Z_]-_zx_z- _z_._
_RYMR b_fl_fR




aOF -- bs b=l
b=b S
















blSL = bs b=l
6 sin
A-32 Rotor Wake Skew Angle
-i UXS




(Includes Wing and Nacelles)
Total configuration aerodynamic force and moment functions are entered
depending on the configuration selected. Two configurations are currently
available:
(i) Fuselage only
(2) Fuselage plus wing plus nacelles
Note: Unless otherwise stated, fixed wing refers to the compound configuration
also.








% "%F + iw;%_F
Defined in the data
section of this paper
in degrees




_(V2x_T 2 . 2 ,1/2Vyw F VZW F)




B-4 Velocity Components And Dynamic Pressure
VXW F = VXB + EI_Fx(D_,m_TRMR)
VyW F = VyB
- EK,_. (D,___P\,_)
1 2 2 2qW-F 2 p (Vx_._ + + V= _ VI._F _)
B-5 Total Fuselage Aerodynamic Forces And Moments In The Wind Axes
(a) Helicopter
LTOT-- (L (_yF) + L (_WF))qw F
q
D D ;
DTO T "= (_- (aWF) + q (_WF))qWF
_Tor = (_- (=WF)+ ----(_WF))%Wq
YTOT " (Y (_F' _WF))qWF
_OT-- (_ (%_F' _WF))qI_F
Nm,oT . (__!_(o_F' _WF))qWF
(b) Fixed Wing
L L L
troT = (q (aW' iw) +_ (_WF' iw) + _ (Tj)
+ __L(6F, _j) + L (6A))qWF
q q
. q D (_W_F)+ D (Tj)DTO T ( (aW, _) + q
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+ D (_F' 0%,/)+ Dq _ (6A) ) qWF
.MMToT= (___jl(_, iw) + _--t_(_l_F' iw) + _--l_l (Tj)
_, :%1
+ _q (°F' _') + ----q(_A) + _-qq) q!fF
y Y Y
YTOT = (_ (_W' iw) + --- ' +- )q (VwF' iw) E (_j
+ Y (_F' _WF ) + Y (6A) + Y p +
-- =-- V_T q ' '_F )LMTOT ( (_W' '$'WF) + (i , iw) +---- (Tj ,h
+ _.I (6F, , ) + LM (6A, _W ) + LM p + h_ r)qwF
N M NH NM
NMTOT = :q (_W' iW) + --'-q(_WF' iw) + ----q(Tj)
NM NM
+ ----(6F' OWF) + "- (_A' _W ) + NM p+ NM r)qwF
q ' q p r
where
L L L
= _--(_AS } +-- "'t_ej
=q (6A) q : .
D D A q _AP)





114 aW) LH (6Ap aW)LM (:A aW) : ---'- ' - --'-- '
_- , q (:As q




The terms in the equations in sections (a) and (b) are defined in the data
section of this paper.
B-6 Transformation Of Forces And Moments From Wind To Body Axes
I cos BWF cos _#F[AwB ] = sin _WF




sin 8WF cos _F
-cos 8WF






IWT = (FScG - FSwT)II2 •
_T = (WLcG - WLwT)II2 "
B-7 Low Speed Phasin S Of Body Aerodynamic Data
If IVx_,,FI>25.
!L_. %. "wF"%' %' %
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C-i Empennage Geometr 7
iiiT = (FSHT - FScG)/12
_T = (WLHT - WLcG)/12
_ITU = (FSHTu - FScG )/12
_U = (WLNTu - WLcG)/12
_T = (FSvT - FScG )/12
_T " (WLvT - WLcG)/12
_B " (FSDB - FScG )/12
hDB = (WLDB - K%CG)/12
C-2 Rotor Wash At The Tall
E_X _ lower horizontal tail 1
E_Z
E xu }
E_ZU upper horizontal tail
Defined in the data
section of this paper
C-3 Fuselage/Wing/Nacelle Downwash And Sidewash Interference At The Tail
Interference effects at the tail will depend on the selected tail-off




EWT _ Defined in the data
J section of this paper.EW_fU
eWT
VZI W -- [5--_.3] VXB lower horizontal tail
= [ewTU ]
VZIWU _57.3 J VXB upper horizontal tail
Sidewash --
oWT Defined in the data section of this paper.
oWT
Vyi w = [5-7_.3] VXB
C-4 Pure Time Delay For Airflow To Reach The Tail
TT = 1HT/VxB




Defined in the data
section of this paper.
C-6 Lower Horizontal Tail Velocities
VXHT = VxBKQHT - q_IT + E_x(DwMR_TRMR )
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VyH T -- VyB - rlHT + PhHT - VyIwf(TT )
VZH T = VZB + qlHT - VzIwf(TT ) - _Tz(DI@_RMR)
2 2 + 2 + V2
VHT = VXHT VyHT ZHT
i 2
qHT = _ OVHT
where f(T T) is a pure time delay.




_HTT = aHT + iHT ; _IT in degrees




C-9 Lower Horizontal Tail Forc,e,s In Body Axes
. [ -DIIT,
_T - (-_--) cos _IT cos aVT - ( ) sin _IT]qHT
.DHT.
YHT " -[ (-_--) sin _VT]qHT







Upper Horizontal Tail Velocities
VXHTU = VxBKQHTU - q_TU + E_xu(D_4R_RMR )
VyHTU = VyB - r_ITU + P_TU - VyIwf(TTU)
VZHTU = VZB + qlHr U - VZIWUf(TTU) - E_zu(DwMR_R)
2 2 + 2 + V 2
VHTU = VXHTU VyHTU ZHTU
i 2
qHTU = _ 0VHTu
f(TTU) is a pure time delay.
Upper Horizontal Tail Angle Of Attack
_HTU" tan-l[VzHT----_U]
VXHTU
_HTTU = _HTU + iHTU ; _HTU in degrees
Upper Horizontal Tail Aerodynamic Forces




C-13 Upper Horizontal Tail Forces In Body Axes
DHTU. (_
_TU = -[ (--_---) cos _HTU cos eVT - )
YHTU = - [t-_-- Sin aVT ]qHTU
sin aHTU]qHTU
.DHTu. .LHTu.
ZHT U " -[ t--_-) sin UHT U cos _VT + _-_---) cos UHTU]qHTU
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C-14 Vertical Tail Velocities
APPENDIX C
VXVT = VxBKQVT - ql_'T + EKTx(Dw_mg_T_)
VyVT = VyB - rlvT + P_T - VyIwf(TT ) + E_RCDwTR_TRRTR )
where
VZV T = VZB + qlvT - VzIwf(T T) - _Tz(DwMRQT_R)
f (IT) is a pure time delay.
V2 T 2 + 2 + 2
= VXV _ Vyv T VZVT
i 2





Vertical Tail An$1e Of Attack
. = sin -I _ __ VyVT
_VTT _VT !(V_T + 2 +VyVT








Vertical Tail Forces In Body Axes
-DvT- (____xVT- -[_--C_cos%T cos%T - ) sin%T co__]qVT
.DvT) (LIT)
YVT = -[(--_- sin _VT + q cos _VT]qVT
ZVT = -[ (--_) cos _VT sin _{T - ( ) sin _VT sin _HT]qVT
_HT " O° for the helicopter configuration.
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C-18 Drag Brake Velocities
APPENDIX C
VXDB = VxBKQDB - q_B + E_x(DwMR_TRMR)
VyDB m Vy B - rlDB + pl_B _ VyIwf(TT )
VZD B = VZB + qlDB - VzIwf (TT) - EI_z(DwMR_TRMR)
where f(TT) is a pure time delay.
2 2 + 2 + 2
VDB = Vkq)B VyD B VZD B
i 2
qDB = _ OVDB
C-19
C-20
Drag Brake An_le Of Attack
_DB " sln-i [ VyDB
! 2 + 2 + 2 1/2;u (V_)B VyDB VZDB)
Drag Brake Aerodynamic Forces
LDB"- 1
(T) Defined in the
data section of
?-_) this paper.
C-21 Drag Brake Forces In Body Axes
-DDB) _ --_
_B " -[(_-- cos aDB cos %{T ( ) sin aDB cos _HT]qDB
"DDB" -_YDB = -[ IT ) sin _B + ( ) cos _DB]qDB
"DDB"ZDB = -[(T) cos aDB sin _HT - ( ) sin aDB sin _HT]qDB
where _{T " 0° for the helicopter configuration.
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C-22 Empennage Total Forces And Moments
KT = _T + _TU + _r + _B
YT = Y}IT + YIITU + YVT + YDB
ZT -- ZIIr + ZIITU + ZVT + ZDB
I_ = -[_TNHT + _ITuhHTu + _T_T + _ B_B]
+ ZHTIHT + ZHTUIIITU + ZVT_T + ZDBIDB
, VT)
LT = _ _ qVT








A Bailey type tall rotor model is assumed. This model can be replaced by
the main rotor model if necessary at high forward velocities.
D-I Tall Rotor Geometry
ITR = (FSTR - FScG)/12
hTR = (WLTR - WLcG)/12
bTR " BLTR/12
D-2 Tail Rotor Velocities
VXTRB = VxBKQvT - q_R + rbTR + E_x(Dwffl_RMR)
VyTRB = VyB - rlTR + P_R - VyIwf(TT)
VZTRB = VZB + qlTR - PbTR - VZI _(T T) - E_z(Dw_m_R)
where f(T T) is a pure time delay.
VXT R = VXTRB
VyT R = VyTRB cos rTR + VZTRB sin FTR










_TR _XTR += _YTR
APPENDIX D
D-4 Tail Rotor Blade Pitch
da 0









t33---_ + t--_--) ]JTR
D-6 Tail Rotor Downwash
GTR = [-_][ l
.elTR .
GTR[_ZTRt31 + OTRt32 + _5-_.3)t33 ]
DWTRi "_
2[_2 + 12 i! I/2'TR TRi_
+ GTRt31





D-8 Tail Rotor Thrust
+ 2Ri]i12CTHTR = 2DwTRI TR
2
TTR i = CTHTR[_T]g
4 2 ,
0_RaTR_RBLK
D-9 Tail Rotor Forces _id Moments In Body Axes
q) TR 1 2XTR = -( _ O(VxT R)
YTR = TTR sin FTR
ZTR = -TTR cos rTR
LTR = YTRhTR - ZTRbTR
_'R = ZTRITR - _RhTR
NTR = -YTRITR + _RbTR
where (_) is an input parameter used to approximately account for the tail
_T R
rotor H force. It is an attempt to account for the blow back of the rotor





iE = (FScG - FSE)/12
hE = (WLcG - WLE)/12
bE = BLE/12








i+ Ts 6pE D
K=I
T = .05 seconds
T = 2 seconds
E-3 Engine Thrust And Mass Flow - Normal Operation
2
= [6PEDP ]
Tp 8200 , i00 J
= [6PEDS] 2
TS 8200 _
4000[ VXWF] _ 2400[VxWF]r6PEDPI
a -V-- L-YgS-J
- 4000[_] - 2400[VxwF][6PEDS]a_-_6_ -_
I ._PEDP. VXWF
_EP = [3-_.2][320[--_ --) + i00(-_---)]
1 ._PEDS. .VxwF)]
_ES = [3_.2][320[ i-_-6-) + i00(-_-
DWM P = DWM S = 0.
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E-4 Engine Forces And Moments In Body Axes
X E = (Tp + Ts)COS iE - (DwM s + DWM P)
YE = -(_EP + _Es)VywF
ZE ": -(Tp + Ts)sin iE - (_EP + _Es)VzwF
LE ,= (Tp - Ts)b E sin iE + (_EP - MpES)bEVzwF
+ ( EP+ MpES)hEVywF
M E - XEh E + (Tp + TS)I E sin iE + (_EP + MpES)IEIVzwF
NE " (Tp - Ts)b E cos iE - (_EP + _ES)IEIVywF




F-I Longitudinal Control System
Longitudinal cyclic
where
BIS = [KcTB(X B + BIS 2) + BIsL]CBI S + BIS I + BIS 3
= [BISU - BISL]
KCTB i00
BISIi = BISIi_I + _MBISAt, _ 20% authority
BIS 3 " _STH0[@CUFF - TH0 L]
Flying tall with geared elevator
6El
_TS " [KcTT(XB + 6E2) + iHTLL]CDELE +_G + _1_4
where
iHTUL - i}ITLL ]
KCTT = [ I00
_EI i 6Eli_ 1 + KTMELvAt , +20% authority
I (6EU - 6EL) ]KEG " (iHT L - iHTLL)




F-2 Lateral Control System
Lateral cyclic
APPENDIX F
AIS = [KcTA(X A + AIS 2) + AIsL]CAI S + AIS 1 + AIS 3
where
AIS u - AISL]
KCTA = [ i00
i B
_Sli AISIi_I + KTMAISAt , +20% authority
AIS 3 = KASTH 0[SCUFF - TH0 L]
Aileron
6A = [KcTAIL(X A + 6A2) + 6AL]CDELA + 6AI
where
_AU - 6AL.]
KCTAIL = [ lO0
6AI i = 6All_ 1 + _h%ILAt, +_20% authority
Increments in forces and moments due to aileron deflection are obtained from
starboard-slde-only wind tunnel data. The follo%Ing equations define the
aileron gearing.




If 6A < 0.
APPENDIX F
6Ap = __6AKAGKAsAI L
_AS = 6AKAG
where 6AP denotes port aileron deflection
6AS denotes starboard aileron deflection.
F-3 Directional Control System
Tail rotor
8CT R = [KcTTR( _ + TTR 2) + THR U + TTR3]CTT R + TTR 1
where
KCTTR = _IT HRU - THRLII00 J
TTRIi TTRIi_I + _ITTRAt, +20% authority
TTR 3 = _RTII0[_CUFF - TH0 L]
Note: TTR I set to 0 for Langley simulation.
Rudder
where
6R { + 6R2) + + + 6RI}
= K6 R [KcTRUD(_ 6RL 6R3]CDELR
KdR = i.iiiii
- 6RL




6RI i 6Rli_ 1 + _UDAt, +20% authority
6R3 = KRDTH0[eCUFF - TH0 L]
Note: 6RI set to 0 for Langley simulation.
F-4 Collective Control System
where
0CUFF = KcTcX C + THO L
THO U - THOL]
KCTC I [ i00
F-5 CPU Control Levers
CPULo N = KCPuLGXcPuL G + CPULoNI
where
CPULoNI i = CPULoNII_ I + BCPULGAt
CPULA T = KCPULTXCPuL T + CPULATI
where
CPULATIi CPULATII_ I + BCPULT At
CPUDI R _ KCPUDRXCPuD R + CPUDIRI
where
CPUDIRI i - CPUDIRII_ I + BCPUDRAt
CPULoN, CPULAT,CPUDI R range from 0% to 100%
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F-6 Control Phasing Units
Longitudinal Cyclic
< DHCPU = 0.
(a) if CPULo N ' CBIS
_ < _CPU ,
(b) if DHCPU < CPULo N --
CPULoN - DHCPU
CBIS = [_mCPU - DHCPU -]
(c) if _ICPU < CPULo N, CBIS = 1.0
Lateral cyclic
(a) if CPULA T < DHCPU, CAI S = 0.
, < FnlCPU,
(b) if DHCP'U < CPULA T --
CPULAT - DHCPU
CA1 s = [IQ{CPU - Dn cPU-]
(c) if I_HCPU < CPULA T, CAIS = 1.0
Elevator
(a) if CPULo N < DFCPU ,
CDEL E HSCPU + [i.0 - HSCPU]cpu= DFCPU LON
(b) if DFCPU < CPULo N < MFCPU, CDELE = 1.0
(c) if MFCPU < CPULo N,
CPULoN - I_CPU ]
CDEL E -- 1.0 - [ i00. - MFCPU
Aileron
(a) if CPULA T < DFCPU,
._l.o - uscPu-
= HSCPU + [_JCPULAT
CDELA
(b) if DFCPU < CPULA T < I,_CPU, CDELA = 1.0
(c) if I,_CPU < CPULA T,
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CDELA = 1.0 - [
APPENDIX F
CPULA T - MFCPU ]
i00. - MFCPU
Tail rotor




if 0. _< CPUDI R _< i00.,
CPUDI R
CDELR = [i _ ]
F-7 Wing Tilt System
where
iW = KcTwXwNG + _4L
iWU - iWL
KCTW = [ i00 ]




F-8 Dra_ Brake System
where





6F = KCTF_LAP + 6FL
6FU - 6FL]
KCTF = [ i00
APPENDIXF
F-10 Auxiliary Engine Control System
where
6PE = KCTPEXXRPMJT + 6PEL + 6PEI
6PEIi _PEIi_ I + _%IJET At
The above equations hold for both port and starboard engines.
F-If Rotor Speed Control System
6RE = KCTREXpR E + 6RE L + 6RE I
where
6RE U - 0REL]
KCTRE = [ lO0
6REIi = 6REIi_I + KTMREAt
Rotor Governor And Speed Schedule
6RE
KRPM = 1 + TRG s
governor setting
unless rotor degree of freedom is released
(a) if (1.69 VCOMMAN D + _TRMR ) < 0.ga
KRp M = i. 0
(b) if (I. 69 VCOMMAN D + _T_m) > 0.9a
_PM = [











_E2(S) = 57.3 qs [(RKQ) (TKq) Is + (RKQ + LRKQ) ][(TKQ)s +--l][s + WOE]
Yaw
AIs2(S) = 6A2(S)
6A2(s) [(TKP)s+ i] .,
where
TTR2(S) ", 6R2(S)
( 1RKR6R2(S) = -57.3rs + WOR .
RKQ = 1.25





RKP = 0.50 (helicopter), 1.00
TKP = 6.50






G-I Total Forces And Moments In Body Axes
XBODY = XE + XMR + XT + XTR + XWF
YBODY = YE + YMR + YT + YTR + YWF
ZBODY = ZE + ZMR + ZT + ZTR + ZWF
LBODY = LE + LMR + LT + LTR + _4F
MBODY = ME + MMR + MT + MTR + MWF
NBODY = NE + NMR + NT + NTR + NWF
G-2 Body Axes Accelerations
VXB = XBODY(Wb-_d ) + rVyB - qVzB - g sin eBODY
VyB = YBODY(Wb--_d) - rVxB + PVzB + g cos eBODY sin _BODY
VZB = ZBODY(Wb--_d) + qVxB - PVyB + g cos 0BODY cos _BODY
p = [LBoDY + (Iy - Iz)qr + Ixz(r + pq)]/I X
q " [_ODY + (Iz - IX)Pr + Ixz(r2 - P2)]/IY
r = [NBoDY + (Ix - Iy)pq + IXZ( p - rq)]/l z
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G-3 Euler An_le Rates
_BOD¥ _'
eBODY
[:P + _BODY sin 0BODy]57.3
_BODY
= [q cos _BODY - r sin _BODy]57.3






































Written for pilot's head at starboard station•
•, _
ips " (FScG - FSpS)/12
_S = (WLcG - _PS )/12
bps = B_S/12
G-6 Pilot Station Accelerations
axp = XBODY(Wb--_d) - 1ps(q2 + r2) + _S(Pr + q) + bps(pq - r)
ayp m YBoDY(Wb_d) + ips(pq + r) + _s(qr - p) - bps(p2 + r 2)
G-7 Pilot Station Velocities
VXp " VXB + qhps - rbps
Vyp - VyB + rips - P_S
VZ P m VZ B _ q_s + Pbps
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62 70 78186 94! 102
•920 '•700 .450 .i60 -.'i60 I--380
i
150 158 166 174 1182
-.9502.790 -.'720 -.650 .2"20
ii0
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38 46 54 62 70 [ 78 86 94
.9200 1.2400 1.5010 1.7600 1.9200 2.0100 2.0600 2.0800
I Ii]i[134 I
1182166 174126 142 150 1158






TABLE 4.- Rotor Lag Damper Data.





















































































































































































< -36 °For -90° !5_F
L .2546 (G_F + 36)
= (_) = -13.75 -
q
For 36° < C*_F ! 90o
h







TABLE7.- Helicopter Tail-Off Drag Data.
D






























For -90 ° < _F < -30o
D
-- (_WF) = 91.4 sin 2 41.5 (O_F + 30)) + 24.0q
For 30 ° < _q_ < 90 °
D
(_WF) = 86.4 sin 2 (1.5 (_F - 30)) + 29.0
D(b) = (_) =
q WF
For -20 ° < _WF < 20o
_D__(_WF) = 768 sin 2 (_WF/2) _ 2.2178 sin (_, /2
q WF )
For -90 ° < _WF < -20o and 20 ° < _ <__90 °
-- (_WF) = 235 sin 2 (1.29(I_k_ I _ 20)) + 22.77q


























For -90 ° _ _ < - 40o
_----(c_cF) = -310. - 6.2 (_-F + 40)
q
For 40 ° < _4F _ 90 °























































































For -90° _ _WF< -35o
(aWF' _WF) = -80.025 - 1.455
FOr 35° < _W__ 90o




















































For -90 ° _ _WF < -500
m
q
For 50 ° < _WF _ 90°
LM
_'- <%t-, _) = s C_;wF- 50)
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For -90 ° _W'F < -400
NM
T" (%_F'_F ) i -20 (_WF+ 40)- 400
For 40° < _WF_ 900
NM
















































































































































































































,, -347.4 - 3.86 (% -
% i 90°
























































































































































(c) L (T j) =
q
= _4F+ iE
Tj = Tp + T S
For -90 ° _ _ < -20 °
L
= (Tj) = -.004122 Tjq
For -20 ° < _. < -10 °
L D
= (Tj) = (.0005153 _ + .006183) Tj 6F ('I _4 + 2.0)
q
For -10 ° _ _i < 20 °
(A) 6F = 0°' (&L/q)flap = 0
(B) 6y > 0°
(B1) % < 2°
(AL/q)fla p = (.375 %4 + 3.0833) _F - 1.8667 %4 - 28.6667
(_2) _Z 2°
(&L/q)fla p - (4.0133 - .09067 aN) 6F - 1.8667 aN, - 28.6667






For 20 ° _UN_ 90°
L
= (Tj) - (-.003092 + .1478 sin 2 iN)TJ
q
L
(d) q(6 F, %) =
For (-90° + iW) !o_ < -10°
-i0 2
q (6F,_W) . cos 4 _4F(--_ - .001562 (% + i0))(-.0434 6F + 7.48 6F) + 1.336 F
_or -i0° _o_ 15°
2
L (6F,Old) . cos4 _WF(I_.+ .01087(% + 10))(-.0434 6F + 7.48 6F) + 1.336 F
For 15 ° < u34 < (900 + iw)
L , 1(_ 00222(%- 15) + .271(1. - .0125(%- 15)))(--04346F2= (6F'(ZW) = c°s4 _WF - "q
+ 7.48 6 F) + 1.33 6 F
(e) L (6A) =
q Por S
-- < 0°
For -40 ° < 6Ap or S
L
= (6A) --3.5 6A
q P or S P or S
- .08 (8 A )2
Por S
For 0° < 6A < 400
Pots
L
_--(6A) - -3.05 6Aq P or S P or S
2
+ .055 (6A )
Por S
Note: Only one aileron deflected.
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TABLE 13.- Fixed Wing Tail-Off Drag Data.
D




















































































































sin2(_ V - iw))





For -20 ° _ _ _ 20 °
D __ sin2_w F
= (_WF) = 376.iq
For 20 ° < 90°I WFI<-
D (_WF) = 376.1 sin2@WF + 1.14 J'@WFJ - 22.8
q
D
(c) q (Tj) = 0.
O
(d) q (_F' c_/) =
For (-90 ° + iW) _ _W < -i0°
O
q (6F, %) - 0.
For -i0 ° _4_ I00
O coS2@w F 2= (6F, _W) - (-.001565(_/ + 10) 2 + .0813(_4 + 10))(-.0125 _F + 2.00 6F)
q
For i0 ° < aW < (90 ° + iW)




For -40 ° _ 6A _ 400
P or S
D
= (_A) = -.1055 6A + .00917(6 A
q P or S P or S
)2 + .000075 (6A )3
P or S P or S
























Wing Tail-Off Pitching Moment



































































































































































































































































For -90 ° _ _W'F < -300
M_--i(,_, i w) =-600- lO (,_+ 30)
For 30° < _WF ! 900

















(c) _ (Tj) =
q
For Tj < 4000
K I - O.
K2 - -.0000938 Tj
For Tj > 4000
KI - -3.625 + .00091 Tj
K2 - -.3295 -.000011388 Tj
_
_--- (Tj) " K I (O_F - 20) + K 2 (°NF 20)2
q
(d) _ (_F'%)
For -90 ° < 5¢F < (-lO° - iw)
-- 10 (lO + %)
_[i (6F,_W) . _cosS,WFsin2 (2. 25 _F )(21"7 iW + 1060)(_ + ('90 + %)(-80 + iW_1
For (-i0 ° - iW) _T ! 38"90
8MM (6F,O.W) - cos 02WF sin2( 2"2s _F )(21"7 (_ 843)
r_




(e) _- (_A) PotS
_O.
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For -90 ° _ _WF < -300
Y
= ) " -175.5 -q
For 30 ° < _WF _ 900
Y


























(c) _ (T j)
, < -20 °
For -90 ° ! _WF
For -20 °< "_ < 0°
For 0° < '_WF 5_ 20°
For 20° < _WF < 90°
Y
(d) _ (6F
Y (Tj) = - 0125 Ts
q
Y
_--(Tj) = .000625 _wFTs
q
Y
-- (Tj) = .000625 _'_:FTp
q
! (Tj) = .0125 Tp
, < -25 °
For -90 ° < _rF
-20
Y 832 6F 5-)(_F, *wF) = " %_WF+
For -25 ° <_ _bNF <-- 250
,w_) =-.832 6F )
-_ (6F,
q
For 25 ° < _WF <--900
20
-Y  FC ,WF_
q
¥





































TABLE 16.- Fixed Wing Tail-Off Rolling Moment Data.
LM




























































































































































To include wing incidence effects:














































































































































































































































To include wing incidence effects:
LM _, (O.U' q_WF) - 2_WFi W




















































































































For -90 ° < _WF < -20°
e---Jl_(_WF' iw) = 108.9 - 21.9 iW + (4.903 - .313 iW) (_WF + 20)
q
For 20° < _WF -< 90o




For -90 ° <___k_ < -20o
T
_ 25) (9-_oo)
LM (Tj _WF ) = (-.05----(_WF' iw) -
_- , q
For -20 ° < _F < 20o
LM Tj
_WF) = _ (.0025 ----(_WF'lW) + I.Z5) (9--_)q (Tj, q
For 20 ° < _WF < 90°
_--- (Tj, _WF) = (.05---- (_WF' iN) +
q q
_
(d) _-- (_F' _WF ) "=
For -90 ° < _VF < -250
LM (6F, _WF) = -23.3 6F (i + .0154(_W + 25))
q
For -25 ° < '_;_ < 25°
_" (_F' _WF) = .932 (¢_m)6F
For 25 ° < _ <__90o



















































< _30° andFor -90° !_q






































TABLE 17.- Fixed Wing Tail-Off Yawing Moment Data.
NM
(a)_-(%, iw) = o.
NM













































































































































































































































































For -90 ° < @WF < -500
N
--q (gWF' iW ) = -400 - 28(,#W F + 40)
For 50 ° < ,_ < 90 °
_;WF--
q_---'(_W_" iw) = 4O0 - 28 (_ - 40)
(c) _ (Tj) = O.
'qM
(d) _-- (6F, _)
For -90 ° < _WF < -250
T
hM
_'- (6F, _WF ) = 6.67 _F (I + .0154 ('_WF + 25))
For -25 ° < WU F <_ 25 °
_-_--_(6F, _W-F) = -.267 (_WF) _F
For 25° < @WF < 90o




























































TABLE 17.- Continued. OF POOR QUAL/_
NM


























































































































































For -90 ° _OLw< -30 °
NM
(6A , o.W) - .03333(6 A
PorS
For 40 ° < Ctw_ 90 °
NM
_- (°A P or S' u_) - .12 (6A
Note:
) O(W + 3.0 6A
P or S P or S
) % - lO.8 6A
P or S P or S

















Y = (-1.2- (_4' iw) - "315)/VxB
P q




(tan _W) - 90 _L__(c&i, _j))IVxB ; where
q
aW limited to _25 °
Y _ O.
r
_r (57.3) + 47.4 6F)(22.55/VxB))
NMr = (-.055(_ (o_j, iw)) 2 - 949)/VxB
q
140
















TABLE 20.- Longitudinal Variable Moment Arm For Vertical Tail.
6F
FSvT = K(812.2 + (0.82A)(_))
where





812.2 - in (FSvT basic)
0.82 - nondlmensional
30 - deg
For -90 ° _ _¢F
(a) K I =






















































































































































































































For -900 _WF _ 900 and 20° < I_TI _ 900
KI = 1.0
(b) K2 "

























< -5° and 20° < I$',_I< 90°
For -90 ° <
Or
15° < o_^_< 900 and 20° < I'_i,_I<--900
K2 = 0.
(c) A "


















For 15° < {O_F l < 90 ° and -90 ° < _WF < 900
A,= 0.
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TABLE21.- Rotor Induced Velocities On Tile Tail.
(a) Upper l:orizontal Tail





























































































































































































































































_ < _8 °For -90 ° < _.4F
or
28° < _4F _ 90°
eW'l_ = 0.
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(a) Upper llorizontal Tail
EWTU((XW, iW, 6F)
0
































































-90 ° _o%j < -16 ° or 60 ° < _W! 90°
























(2) Ac(_ F, iW) '= K(L (6F, %))
where
K = .003484 + .001035 iW + .00004541 _ - .000005697
L (_F' _W ) is defined in Table 7, part d.
q
(3) Downwash effect at low speeds.
£K = .0119 (VxB - 101.268)
if eK _ 1., then EK - i.
if e K _ 0., then e K = O.








= _ (%, iw) + _ (_F' lw)












































































































































































For -90 ° <_ _W < 400 or 40° < oW < 90°
oe
_E(%_, iw) = o.
(2) AE(6F, iW) = K(L (6F, _))
where
2 + 00001904 i3
K = .02984 - .0004819 iW - .0003062 iW . W






















(3) Downwash effect at low speeds.
£K = .0119 (VxB - 101.268)
if £K _ L, then £K = i.
if eK _ O.,then eK = O.
gWT(_4, iw, 6F) = e_(_, iW, 6F)0g K
155




































































For -90 ° < 6WF < -60 °
or
60 ° < 6WF ! 90 °
o_(6_) = 0.
156





































For -90 ° < 8WF < -60 °
60o < _WF < 900





















Engine thrust effects on sidewash.
CTE = Tj/(qwFS W)
oK = 2.(CTE - .2) + i.
if oK _ 1.6, then oK = 1.6
if oK _ 1.0, then cK = 1.0
O'NT(SNF) = O'NT(BNF)0o K
158
TABLE26.- Helicopter Tall Dynamic Pressure Ratio Data.
(a) llorizontal Tail
= (qHTU (_WF_I/2KQHTU -_--
For i0 ° !aWF _ 46 °
qHT____Uq(_T) = .4 + .03331_ _ - 28[
460 < _WF! 90°
(b) Vertical Tail
For -90 ° _ _F < I00 or
qlIT_U (_WF) = 1.0
q
. (qVT . . qVT 1/2
KQVT _---(_WF ) I WFI))
qVT
(1) T (_WF) =
 WFI
For -17.5 ° _< _ ! 17"5°
qVT
T (_WF)" "68 + . 01314
For -90 ° < _WF < -17"5°
_ (@WF) - .91 - .00124 (_WF + 17.5)
For 17.5 ° < _WF < 90o
qVT































qV_T (aWF '[_ICFj ) ,, O.q
160
TABLE 27.- Fixed Wing Tail Dynamic Pressure Ratio Data.
(a) Upper Horizontal Tail
= (qIITU qHTU (Tj) + (6F)) I/2KQHTU _ (CtWF, Ct') +
q q
e' = 20 - .4 iW and KNA C = Tj/6490_
For
qllTU





(1) qHT_U (C_F ' e,) =
q
q
(Tj) = (.33 - .03644 [e' - _ + 9[)KNA C
or (_' + 18 °) < O_dF < 90°
qHTU (6) = 0.















.82.0 / .880.845 1.000
i.000
< 90°


















(2) _ (T j) =
q
For -25.5 ° <_._ < -7.-5 °
(Tj).=(.6- (.os7- .ooooos3sTj)l%u,p+ 211)KNAc
q
qlIT then
_ T (zj) < o.,
< -25.5 °
For -90 ° <_._tAP
_ (Tj) = 0.
q
< 90°
or -7. 50 < c_iAp-
qH__=y_z(Tj) - o.
q










<_25 ° or 25° < c_! 900
For -90° ! %

















































For -90 ° ! _NF < -30°
qVT (_WF' 95 00083 (_krF + 30)
-_- %) = . - .
For 30° < _WF -< 900
qVT









































For30° < l*_l <_.90°
qV.__T(otWF,I_WFI) , O.
q
(3) qVT (Tj) =
q
For -90 ° < _WF < -300
qVT
(zj) - (.06 + .001(_WF+ 30))KNAc
For -30 ° < _WF < 300
qVT
"T"(Tj)- .o6_AC
For 30° < _WF < 900
qVT





TABLE 28.- Drag Brake Dynamic Pressure Ratio Data.
For Helicopter:
KQD B = KQV T of helicopter.
For Fixed Wing:






















29.- Fixed Wing Lower Horizontal
LIlT

















































































































































































































































For 30° < c_ITT!
(_ZZ' _Z) " 90
o
L__i!_T _E) hn'(%TT' " "_-"
- %zZ
(_HTT' _E) 0




(b) _ (_tTT' _m) ffi
q
< i0°+ .25 6E
For -i0 ° + -25 _E < C_ITT --
DHT _E) ffi.0434 (_HTT - "25 _E )2 _ .Ol31C_ITT
2
+ 1.16 - .0374316EI + .00936 6E
- .25 _EI
< _I0 ° + .25 _E
For -25 ° + .25 _E !_HT T
or
< 25° + .25 6E
i0° + .25 _E < alITT-
DHT 6E ) = -.049 (C_ITT - .25 6E )2 + 3"61181C_T - .25 _E I
2 .0374316EI
-25.489 + .00936 6E -
< _25 ° + .25 _E
-90 ° !c ZZ
o_
< 90°
25 ° + .25 _E < _rrT-
DIIT 6E ) = 160 sin2(C_TT - .25 _E) + 5.604
169






































































For -90° _ alITTU< -30o
LHTU
(_ITTU) = -.2967 (90 + _ITTL)
For 30° < _HTTU_ 90o
LHTU
(_TTU) = •2967 (90 - _{TTb)
DIITU(b) _---=----q (aIITTU)=
For -i0 ° < _ITTU< I0°
DHTu
(OtHTTU)--- 0138 2• _HTTU
For -90 ° < _HTTU < -i0'°
DIITU
-.0031_HTTU I + .33
or i0° < _HTTU < 900
(_HTTU) = 56.64 sln 2((xHTTU) - .023
171






































































_ < -30 °For -90 ° < _|ITTU
LHTU
-T- (_TTU) " -"173(9O + %TTU)
For 30 ° < _HTTU < 90o
LHT U
-- (_ITTU) ffi.19(90 - _HTTU )
(b) DHTU
-_- (_HTTU)--
For -i0 ° < _ITTU < I0°
DItTU 2
(_HTTU) - .62 - .086[_ITTU] + .0272 _ITTU
For -90 ° < _HTTU < -I0° or i0° < _HTTD < 90o
DIITU















TABLE 32.- Helicopter-Fixed Wing Vertical Tail Data.
























































For -90 ° < CtVTT < -30 °
LVT
(CtVTT, 6R) ffi -1.33 (90 + o.VTT)
For 30 ° < aVT T _ 90 °
LVT


















(b) -_- (_qTT' 6R) =
For -20 ° < _TT < 20o
DVT LVT 2 .LvT
--_ (_VTT' _R ) = .0031529 (--_ (_VTT' 6R )) -.018652 (-_-(avr T, dR))
2 .0305 I_Rl+ 2.93 + .00465 dR -
For -90 ° < _TT < -20o
or
20 ° < C_T T < 90°
























































































For -90 ° < _VTT < -300
__B_q (_VTT' aR) = 450 + 5 _VTT
For 30 ° < _VTT < 90o
















TABLE 33.- Drag Brake Data.
LDB
(a) -_- (_DB) m
For 0 ° _ 6DB _ 55 °
LDB
-_- (_DB) -- O.
DDB
(b) --_ (6DB) =
For 0° < 6DB < 55 °
DDB














































































Shaft Axes System _'_
Rotating Shaft Axes System
Blade Span Axes System
UT, UR, Up Blade Element Velocities along XBS, YBS' ZBS respectively
6 and 8 are Euler Angles with 6 rotation about ZS' then 8 rotation about XBS
FIGURE 5. - Shaft Axes to Rotating Blade Span Axes Transformation.
182














b) BLADE PITCH COMPONENT
XBS, YBS, ZBS Blade Span Axes System






XS, Ys, ZS Shaft Axes System
FIGURE 7. - Total Rotor Forces and Moments in the
Fixed Shaft Axes System.
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r-_l I-,4 I--I _-1
b--4 i


























X B iZ B
FSwT
FScG_
XB' YB' ZB Body Axes System
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CPULA T
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CPUDI R
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<_._TO CONTROL SY.ST,__ .__
" (_. -_NT_OLSECTION)I " PILOT
SUMMATION J
_,,_,-_'_
OF FORCES! l _X_Lx,_Y,Z)B
ANDMOMENTSl--"--
















(e ,_' @) BODY (8 ,_' @) BODY
BODY AXES I---- I
TO SPACE I
AXEST_NS-!V v ,_l
FORMATION ! N' E''Z
FIGURE 24. - Concluded.
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